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The Nordic Journal of Philosophical Logic is a new journal based in the Scandinavian countries. The strong tradition in philosophical logic in Scandinavia provides the foundation for NJPL, and is what enables us to offer a journal with a broad scope, presenting articles on all areas of philosophical logic. But since science is no respecter of national boundaries, we hope to receive contributions from all over the world.

We invite contributors to submit original, unpublished papers in all areas of philosophical logic for peer review. We will also present special and invited contributions, such as the Skolem lectures held annually at the University of Oslo, and publish book reviews and critical notes.

NJPL is among the first philosophical journals to be published both in hard copy and electronic hypertext, the latter through the Internet's World Wide Web. Along with the electronic edition, discussion forums and information services will be provided. Our hope is that NJPL will become an attractive meeting-point for logicians worldwide.

NJPL's editorial and advisory committees consist of philosophical logicians mainly from Scandinavia, well-known senior researchers and doctoral students alike. We intend to cover all major areas of philosophical logic.

We have registered much enthusiasm and received great help, both at our own institution, the University of Oslo, and from the many academics we have contacted. The support we have received from the logical milieu clearly shows that there is a need for a publication of this kind. We hope that we will fulfil this need, and that the enthusiasm will be reflected in a great variety of contributions to NJPL in the future.

We express our thanks to all who have helped NJPL along the arduous road from idea to reality. A special thanks to Professor Andrew J.I. Jones, who with his valuable advice and support has played a decisive role in the establishing of the journal.